
CMS SURVEYORS REVIT END USER GUIDE

A step-by-step guide to the continued use of a survey

accurate CMS Surveyor’s Revit model

What is covered in this guide...

� Where on earth is my Revit model?

� Is my model on MGA?

� What is a truncated MGA and how is this different to regular MGA?

� Can I move my model to full MGA coordinates?

� What is MGA and why do we need it?

� How do I straighten my model from MGA?
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Where on earth is my Revit model?

You will also notice the model views are set to

True North (meaning north is straight up the page)

and the major structural elements do not align

with the page. Not ideal, but there is method in

the madness.

When you open your CMS Surveyors Revit model,

the !rst thing you will notice is that the model is

nowhere near the origin point. In fact the model

data may be up to a kilometre from the point of

origin.

we use revit

model elements

model origin

CMS models adopt a truncated MGA coordinate system. We will go into more about this later,

but in short, the model is positioned in space linked to the and

the Map Grid of Australia (MGA) coordinate systems.

Australian Height Datum (AHD)

What is MGA and why do we need it?

The Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)

system divides the Earth into 60 zones, each

with a width of six degrees of longitude. A

central meridian is placed in the middle of each

longitudinal zone. As a result, within a zone

nothing is more than three degrees from the

central meridian.

The Map Grid of Australia utilises this system to

create a reference to divide the country into a

grid of coordinates. We use these coordinates to

reference our surveys and models.
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The Sydney Metropolitan Region !nds itself in Zone 56 of

this grid system. The Central Meridian present in this zone

is Central Meridian 153° and your site’s position relative to

the meridian will affect your sun and shadow settings.

SIX Maps Coordinate Tool

Is my model on MGA?

MGA coordinates are

represented by x and y

coordinates known as Easting

and Northing, each measuring

a distance in meters from the

MGA origin.

Surveying is performed in

metres, thus the MGA

coordinates we utilise will be

measured in metres.

For example, the Sydney Opera House is around East

334,900m and North 6,252,300m from the MGA origin.

With this method we “shift” the coordinates and

provide the end user with that information. We can

see how it all works below....

The short answer is Yes.... And No.

We need to keep the survey data and model linked to

MGA but at the same time need to keep the data

accurate and useable. Our solution is to use a version

of MGA coordinates we call a “Truncated MGA”.

What is a truncated MGA and how is this different

to regular MGA?

The Revit software has a limited modelling

environment which means you should not

import point cloud data too far from the point

of origin. Going outside the boundaries of

Revit’s environment causes unreliable

accuracy and some wonky graphical features

that make accurate modelling impossible.

Our title blocks contain the truncation data

If you import a full MGA point cloud...



For example, a house in Sydney’s Darling Point might have a

point on the subject site at E338,079m - N6,250,494m so we

adopt the nearby round coordinate of E338,000m - N6,250,000m

as the truncated origin.

The truncation is simple, we nominate a point within a distance of

around a kilometre from the subject building that has a nice

round coordinate and adopt that point as our new origin.

Modelling outside the environment causes issues!

Site plan from
a Revit model

When you open your

Revit model you will

notice the coordinates are

in truncated MGA metres.

This point is around 494m north and 79m east of the model origin
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However there is a way to virtually place your model

back to full MGA coordinates. This involves adjusting

the Revit shared coordinate settings in your model.

Right: This screen grab shows the model in Site

view a distance from the origin with the Project Base

Point coordinates set to N/S 0m and E/W 0m.

This is another Yes and No answer....

Due to reasons explained earlier, the model should

not be physically moved back to a full MGA

coordinate.

Can I move my model to full MGA coordinates?

Project Base Point set
to default coordinate of
N/S 0m and E/W 0m.

Revit model
elements

Around 494m north and 79m
east of the model origin

Set the Project Base Point coordinates to

match the MGA truncation shift values (as

seen on the title block) at N/S 6,250,000m

and E/W 338,000m.

Left: This screen grab shows the model in Site

view with the model elements remaining in

place. To “shift” the model onto MGA

coordinates, adjust the shared coordinate

system.

Revit model
elements

Around 494m north and 79m
east of the model origin

Click on the Project Base Point to
set coordinates of N/S 6,250,000m
and E/W 338,000m.

Tip: Make sure you are in Revit Site view and
your Units are set to Metres..
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You will notice after setting the

Project Base Point coordinates, your

model will now re%ect full MGA

coordinates.

Open the SIX Maps website and click on the Coordinate Tool. Make sure you set the drop-down

menu option to (remember we are in Zone 56). Then enter the coordinates

from your Revit model. SIX Maps will take you to the correct location!

GDA94-MGA56

You can test your coordinate and MGA position by entering the coordinate units into SIX Maps.

Add the
coordinate
numbers
from the
model
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So you have your model in its correct location in space, but now its not nice and square on the

page due to the MGA settings, what can I do to straighten the model on the page without

moving it in space? Well fortunately Revit allows you to have two separate north orientations

with one not affecting the other.
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How do I straighten my model from MGA?

Tip: It's a good idea when changing
the north orientation to use a copy
of the existing view. Do this by
using the “Duplicate with
Detailing” function

Once you have a copied plan view you

can choose a name to make sure you

don’t forget which view is which.

In your new view go to the Properties panel and

select “Orientation”. The existing setting is

True North. Change this to Project North.

Now you can set you own orientation to suit the

model elements.

Set your orientation:

Now go into the model and add
a reference plane (RP) along
the line of a prominent wall or
element you want to align on
the page.
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Once your reference plane is in place, go to

the tab and the

tools. Choose the menu and select

Manage Project Location

Position

Rotate Project North.

In the options, select Align selected line or

plane, this will then take you to the model

area and allow you to select the reference

plane you placed earlier.

Tip: When you rotate your Project North
the model may disappear from your screen

That’s just because your origin
might be some distance away
and the model view will rotate
off screen. Just zoom to find
the new model view position...

So you have the best of both!

Once you have found your model

again, you will see the project has

rotated to be square on your screen.

If you go back and view the previous

version of the view still in True North,

that position will not have moved as

it is still in the True North orientation.

Nice and square
and ready to go!


